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Abstract
It is generally accepted that the vent of the 3.6 ka Minoan eruption was situated in the water-filled Santorini caldera prior to the Minoan eruption. One
should therefore expect to find huge quantities of pumice and ash on the inner side of the caldera walls, but there is only a relatively small amount preserved. An unexpected discovery of remnants of a synchronous pumice mantle of the Minoan eruption appears to solve this enigma. A lengthy period of
erosion and the intensive quarrying of pumice for the construction of the
Suez Canal (1859 to 1869) led to the removal of an enormous amount of material and information for generations of geologists. The synchronous pumice
mantle covered the whole caldera wall from rim to sea level. Archaeological
finds under the pumice mantle show that the caldera wall was accessible and
inhabited in the Bronze Age. Furthermore, this discovery documents that
only one Minoan eruption took place and that the so-called “Lower pumice”
does not exist on Santorini.
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1. Introduction
The 3.6 ka Minoan eruption was one of the strongest experienced by humankind. On Santorini it buried a flourishing culture under a thick mantle of pumice
and ash, thus creating a “prehistoric Pompeii” as it was called by Fouqué [1].
Three main phases of the eruption can be recognised in the deposits as described
by Friedrich [2] (Figure 1). Prehistoric ruins on the island of Therasia and a
prehistoric house on Thera were excavated by French scholars. After a period of
about 120 years with no activity, excavations were started at Akrotiri in 1967 by
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018 Apr. 15, 2021
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Figure 1. The photo shows the three main phases of the Minoan eruption in Fira quarry
(ca. 200 m asl). The eruption column of the first phase (yellow arrow) reached a height of
several kilometres and gave rise to air fall deposits of pumice. The entry of sea water into
the magma chamber triggered ring-shaped explosions that produced base surge deposits
during the second phase (green arrow). The crater widened in the third eruption phase
and created pyroclastic flow (red arrow). Material on the walls of the chamber was also
ejected and created bomb sacs (above the persons) in the unconsolidated deposits (Photo
Friedrich).

Marinatos [3]. Here a Bronze Age town with houses with up to three stories has
been excavated [4]. The houses were decorated with colourful wall paintings [5]
and contained decorated pottery and other artwork. A detailed description of the
Minoan eruption and its consequences for Santorini and the surrounding area is
given elsewhere [6].
Here we focus on the first eruption phase, the Plinian air fall pumice that
produced a huge fan that covered the Eastern Mediterranean area, creating a
valuable marker horizon for both geological and archaeological correlations. The
synchronous ash and pumice mantle provides a valuable tool for the chronology
since all objects that are in direct and undisturbed contact with this volcanic
tephra fan have the same maximum age. This pumice mantle covered the entire
volcanic edifice on Santorini. One should therefore expect to find a huge amount
of pumice and ash on the inner side of the Santorini caldera wall. The absence of
this material remained an enigma until recent discoveries.
A new series of eruptions on Nea Kameni (1866-1870) attracted numerous
scientists to Santorini to study the spectacular events in the caldera and the
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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newly found prehistoric ruins that had been discovered under the pumice on
Therasia. At that time Minoan pumice was being quarried on Thera and Therasia and shipped to Egypt for construction of the Suez Canal (1859 to 1869).
When the French geologist Fouqué visited Santorini for the first time in 1866,
he met a volcanic island that had experienced recent major changes. Pumice that
had been deposited by the Minoan eruption on the inner side of the Santorini
caldera was the first to be removed by this quarrying. This pumice removal led
to the loss of an enormous amount of geological and archaeological information—a loss that led to wrong conclusions being made. In the 1870s Fouqué [7]
considered that the volcano had produced two distinct pumice units; the Upper
Pumice Series (ponce superieur) representing Minoan products) on the top of the
island and the Lower Pumice Series (ponce inferieur) that represented older eruption products that were sandwiched between older and younger volcanic layers
(Figure 2). Fouqué [7] [8] considered that a volcano with a height of about 450 m
had existed in the central part of Santorini prior to the Minoan eruption.

2. Abandoning the Two Eruptions Concept
Fouqué’s two eruptions concept was supported by a detailed illustration of the
caldera walls by Neumann van Padang [9]. Since that time, the two eruptions
concept was implemented in geological maps by Pichler and Kussmaul [10] and
Druitt et al. [11]. Generations of geologists [12]-[18], including the senior author

Figure 2. Santorini caldera with Cape Alonaki in the left centre photographed in 1980.
The still active Karageorghis quarry is visible in the right centre. Pumice is clearly present
at two levels. Here Ferdinand Fouqué showed in 1879 the two pumice units (inserted
drawing with arrows pointing to the lower and upper pumice series) thus giving the impression of two different eruptions. We now claim that both represent Minoan eruption
products that were deposited on two terraces on the caldera wall (Photo Friedrich).
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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(WLF), considered that the two apparent layers represented two different volcanic eruptions. This two eruptions concept spread to other areas in the Mediterranean where it was used in the interpretation of volcanic deposits found in
several deep-sea drillings. However, this concept was abandoned when chemical
analyses showed that the Lower Pumice Series encountered in the deep wells of
the Mediterranean was not from Santorini [19] but had an Italian source. This
was the beginning of a major change in the interpretation of the stratigraphy of
the Aegean area and Santorini [20]. Today we claim that the so-called Lower
Pumice Series does not exist (Figure 3). It is in fact part of a synchronous pumice

Figure 3. Schematic profiles through the caldera wall of Santorini. (a) Old concept with
two pumice series with different ages. (b) The synchronous Minoan pumice mantled the
entire caldera. (c) After erosion and extensive quarrying pumice only remains on terraces
on the caldera wall (Wilson/Friedrich). (d) Locations of places named in the text: (1)
Akrotiri excavation; (2) Balos excavation; (3) Raos excavation; (4) Kokkinopetra volcano;
(5) Mavro volcano/Mesa Pigadia; (6) Alafousos quarry; (7) Kimisi; (8) Skaros castle; (9)
Plaka. (e) Sites where pumice was loaded on to ships: (1) Alafousos; (2) Kimisi; (3) Balos;
(4) Mavromatis; (5) Plaka; (6) Karageorghis; (7) Fira; (8) Katofira; (9) Amudhi; (10) Therasia; (11) Manolas.
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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mantle of the Minoan eruption remaining on terraces on the inner side of the
caldera wall, as will be shown below. Geologists, metaphorically speaking, gradually “opened” the caldera more and more. The investigations of the abovementioned groups led to general acceptance that there existed a flooded caldera
prior to the Minoan eruption. This new development had some influence on interpretations by archaeologists and of the landscapes depicted on the wall paintings found in the Akrotiri excavation [21] [22] [23]. This development made it
possible to imagine that the naval procession depicted in the Ship Fresco could
have taken place in the flooded Santorini caldera [23].
Furthermore, lithic material in the eruption products of the Minoan eruption
indicates that a so-called pre-Kameni island had existed in the water-filled Bronze
Age caldera roughly where the present-day Kameni islands are situated. A breakthrough came in 1990 when the investigation of 1450 stromatolites (algae-bacterial
build-ups), some of them radiocarbon dated, revealed that a flooded caldera had
existed prior to the Minoan eruption [24]. This study of stromatolites that had
been ejected during the Minoan eruption led to general acceptance of the idea
that the caldera already existed prior to the eruption. Furthermore, numerous
marine fossils found embedded in the stromatolites compellingly prove that the
caldera was open and connected to the open sea, since the marine fossils needed
normal temperatures and salinity to propagate [25].
Abandoning the idea of the existence of a high central volcano before the Minoan eruption and acceptance of the presence of an open, water-filled caldera,
means that it should be possible to find large amounts of volcanic ash and pumice from the Minoan eruption on the inner sides of the Santorini caldera walls.
Much of this material has, however, been removed by erosion and quarrying.
Moreover, the Akrotiri Peninsula consists of a volcano-tectonic block that is
confined on its margins by five volcanoes. Marine fossils found at Mount Archangelos indicate that this block has been uplifted by about 900 m. This developed zones of weakness along its margins, where magma rose and created the
volcanoes. The line between the volcanoes Kokkino-Petra and Balos on the
northern side of this block is the location of the current southern opening of the
caldera. This opening probably already existed in the Bronze Age, since the tectonic movements here are much older than the Bonze Age. It therefore seems
unlikely that there was a pre-Minoan eruption caldera without a connection to
the open sea, as discussed by Karátson et al. [26].

3. Pumice Quarrying on Santorini
and Its Consequences
Construction of the Suez Canal (1859 to 1869) led to enormous improvements in
world trade since the sea-route from Europe to SE Asia became much shorter.
There were also some unexpected consequences. On the Greek island group of
Santorini, prehistoric ruins were discovered when pumice of the Minoan eruption (also called the Late Bronze Age eruption) was quarried on Therasia (Figure
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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3(d)) and shipped to Egypt. Several prehistoric ruins were found under the pumice. On Thera—the main island—ruins were discovered at Akrotiri and above
Balos harbour. The latter locality was excavated by the French scholars Gorceix
and Mamet [27] where they found a prehistoric (later classified as Cycladic)
house (Figure 3(d) and Figure 3(c)) under a 22 m thick layer of pumice. Fouqué [7] presents a detailed description of these finds in his book. The use of pumice as building material in the 1850s changed the look of the inner side of the
Santorini caldera. Pumice that had been deposited on terraces was the first to be
removed. Workers could easily move the material down to ships waiting below
(Figure 3(e)). A lengthy period of erosion and, not least, quarrying of the pumice, has removed traces of it from many places on the steep caldera walls. 150
years of pumice quarrying on Thera and Therasia has left many scars in the
landscape. However, most of them are only visible for specialists, because where
pumice has been removed other volcanic material is now visible. Today the caldera wall on Thera shows many signs of the quarrying and export of pumice.
There are the remains of several sites where ships were loaded with pumice on
the caldera wall (Figure 3(e)). There is a significant concentration of such stations on the caldera wall between Skaros castle and Balos harbour, where the
pumice deposits reached a thickness of about 60 m.

4. Terraces on Thera
Natural terraces are formed by wind or water erosion when layers with different
hardness are in contact with each other. Such terraces played a significant role
for prehistoric people since they could be used for shelters and as roads for both
people and animals. Natural terraces have been used by the inhabitants since
formation of the Santorini caldera that occurred during or after the Cape Riva
eruption (21 ka), as shown by the archaeological finds at Balos harbour (Cycladic house; Figure 4(b), Figure 4(c)) and Karageorghis quarry (Cycladic pottery).
As in other volcanic areas the thick pumice cover on Santorini was used for
storage, houses, tunnels etc. An example of undiscovered tunnels appeared when
a heavily laden water-transporter crashed on the road close to the centre of Fira
on Santorini in 2015. This resulted in the roof of a medieval (or older) escape-tunnel breaking under the weight of the truck and opened a window into
Santorini’s medieval history. In medieval times [28] a large bell at Skaros castle
was rung when pirates were seen in the caldera, and the inhabitants could hide
or escape through tunnels that were excavated in the Minoan pumice. This accident also solved a geological enigma. It provided important evidence in the
long-standing discussion concerning the two similar-looking pumice series on
the caldera wall [29]. Up to 2 km long tunnels (Table 1, four last measurements)
are only found in the “Upper Pumice Series” (for instance between the castle of
Pirgos and Charalombos church in the village Exo Gonia). There are no tunnels
in the “Lower Pumice Series”, and caves are only a few meters deep, because they
were dug into Minoan pumice mantle that remained on narrow terraces.
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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Figure 4. (a) shows the Balos locality on top of a 16 m thick lava knoll on a terrace. (b)
The senior author is standing on the rediscovered platform where the house stood (Photo
L. Huber). (c) Plan of the prehistoric house (from Fouqué 1879). The small platform
where the Cycladic house was excavated in 1871 by Mamet and Gorceix is still visible. It
was covered by 22 m of pumice. (d) View from the platform showing Balos natural
double harbour (Photos: Friedrich, Katsipis).
Table 1. GPS data of localities on Santorini.

DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018

Latitude

Longitude

Height m.a.s.l.

Locality

1

36.3509

25.4028

3.2

Akrotiri excavation (entrance)

2

36.4206

25.3327

77

Alafousos quarry Therasia

4

36.226

25.4753

2.7

Plaka, warm spring

5

36.227

25.475

62

Plaka, talc mine

7

36.4132

25.4322

175.5

Phtellos excavation (Doumas)

8

36.4095

25.4324

168.7

Phtellos excavation (Marthari)

9

36.4001

25.4352

144.1

Karageorghis quarry (Pottery)

10

36.3927

25.4383

216.7

Two olive trees

12

36.3691

25.209

132.3

Megalohori (unexcavated site)
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Continued
17

36.3630

25.3952

22.9

Balos left harbour basin (filled)

18

36.3614

25.3903

164.5

Raos excavation

19

36.3624

25.3946

62.9

Balos excavation

20

36.2126

25.2289

168.9

Archangelos

Tunnels on Thera
21

36.3833

25.4507

391 ± 7

Tunnel 1. Start at Casteli of Pirgos

22

36.3843

25.4524

360 ± 4

Tunnel 1. End at Sxo Gonia

23

36.4183

25.4327

249 ± 7

Tunnel 2. Start at Fira Pelican hotel

24

36.3843

25.4337

235 ± 7

Tunnel 2. End at Fira Bellonion Center

The quarrying of pumice on Santorini had some negative consequences, such
as pumice dust storms that made working in the quarries temporarily impossible. For geologists, the removal of pumice provided fresh profiles with visible
geology, giving insight into the mechanism of the Minoan eruption. It was
straight forward to follow the deposits of the different eruption phases from
outcrop to outcrop.

4.1. A Cycladic House on a Terrace at Balos
Balos harbour is situated north east of the village Akrotiri. Two excavation sites
(Balos and Raos) above the harbour imply that it has been in use at least since
the Bronze Age. While Balos was excavated by French scholars in 1871, Raos was
not excavated until recently (2009 to 2012) by Marthari [30]. This harbour provides access to the water-filled caldera, which was connected to the open sea in
the Bronze Age through an opening between the Akrotiri Peninsula and Aspronisi. Balos harbour (Figure 4 and Figure 5) was one of the places on Thera
where the pumice quarrying started in the 1850s [31]. Figure 5(c) shows how
pumice mining at that time began on the inner side of the caldera wall, where
pumice could easily be moved down to the waiting ships. A prehistoric house
was discovered on such a terrace at Balos which French scholars excavated in
1871. The right side of the same photograph shows the nearly intact preservation
of the pumice mantle of the Minoan eruption. This wall may have been spared
from quarrying because it would have damaged houses on the beach belonging
to fishermen. This wall shows remnants of pumice at three levels that remain after 3600 years of erosion. Figure 5(a) shows the same wall highlighted in the
evening sun. It reveals the characteristic details of the weathering pattern of the
base surge layers. Deposits of the Minoan eruption are clearly visible, indicating
that the synchronous pumice mantle originally covered the entire inner side of
the caldera wall.
Minoan pumice is still visible at several levels on the caldera wall at Balos
harbour (Figures 5(a)-(c)). Neuman van Padang [9] was not able to locate the
prehistoric house above Balos harbour. When he mapped the “Lower Pumice
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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Figure 5. (a) The caldera wall at Balos harbour. Relics of the synchronous pumice mantle
of the Minoan eruption are visible at three levels (3 arrow pairs). The three pairs mark the
eruption products of the two first eruption phases (yellow arrow: air fall pumice; green
arrow: base surge deposits). The evening sun highlights pumice deposits that are lying on
three terraces at three levels. (b) A cross-section through pumice deposits (arrows) resting
on a terrace at Balos about 40 m asl. It is the same terrace where 10 caves are excavated in
the south and the remains of the Cycladic house are found to the north. (c) The black
rectangle at the top right shows the location of the Raos excavation (residential palace
excavated from 2009 to 2012 by Marisa Marthari). White rectangle: Cycladic house excavated in 1871. The dashed line shows part of the terrace from which pumice has been removed for construction of the Suez Canal. The white line shows the remnants of the pumice mantle resting on a terrace. The ellipse shows the location of the monastery and the
10 caves dug into the Minoan pumice mantle. The pumice on the terrace here is 4.5 m
deep. The pumice level with the 10 caves extends to the left to the old excavation site at
Balos. Balos harbour is visible at the bottom left (Photos Friedrich, Katsipis).

Series” there he considered that all remnants of this house had already been removed or eroded away. He was therefore not able to appreciate that this house
provided a maximum age for the pumice that buried it. Today, however, we are
aware of the site where the house stood (Friedrich, 2009) and are certain that it
was the Minoan eruption that buried it and not the “Lower Pumice Series”. Furthermore, Cycladic objects found in the house are depicted in Fouqué’s book [7]
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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and are kept in the collections of the French school in Athens.
According to Simmonds et al. [32] LP2 has an absolute age of 154 ka. It is
clearly impossible that pumice of this age could have buried a Bronze Age house.
Even though the pumice here has been removed by quarrying it is reasonable to
claim that it was pumice from the Minoan eruption that buried the house and
not that from a much older eruption. Study of the geological setting around the
platform on top of the lava where the house stood [33] also indicates that the
pumice here had been deposited on a terrace and was not sandwiched between
older and younger layers.
The terrace where the house stood can be followed for several hundred metres
to the south. At some places it is still covered by the remains of Minoan pumice.
A total of 10 caves have been excavated and a monastery has been built in this
pumice. All the caves are only 4.50 metres deep since older deposits forming the
caldera wall in the Bronze Age were encountered at this depth. This strongly
supports the concept that this unit is not the product of an older pumice eruption that covered the entire island.

4.2. Terraces and Pumice Mantle at Cape Plaka
Every geologist working on Santorini knows the Plaka profile (Figure 6). It
shows the whole sequence from the Minoan pumice on top overlying a sequence
of a variety of older non-volcanic products. Pumice originally draped the profile
but has largely been removed by quarrying, including the “Lower Pumice Series”. In the lower part of the profile there is an unconformity where volcanic
products overlie phyllites which extend down to sea level.
A few meters above the spring is a terrace where a few summerhouses are located. It continues northwards for about 200 m. There is another terrace about
halfway up the caldera wall which has been used as a donkey trail down to the
harbour. These terraces were obviously covered by Minoan pumice some 150
years ago.
The unconformity on Santorini between phyllites and volcanizes that is exposed at Cape Plaka and at the nearby Cape Thermia, where the Christos church
is located, might have been in use before the Minoan eruption. This can be deduced from the finding of pigments and lead minerals in the Akrotiri excavation
[34] which were probably collected from this area [35]. When quarrying removed the pumice mantle the terrace became accessible again. The unconformity at Plaka is still inhabited; the Panaghia church and a summerhouse are located
on this terrace. At the nearby Thermia locality the Christos church is directly
built on the unconformity (Figure 7). The largest of three caves here is occupied
by the church and houses have been built in the other two. The church is still in
use but the two houses were abandoned a few decades ago.

4.3. Pumice Mantle and Terraces in Old Profiles
Scientific study of the Minoan eruption started around 1830 when the French
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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Figure 6. The upper part (ca. 60 m) of the Plaka profile on the steep caldera wall. Remnants of the synchronous pumice mantle are visible at three levels (arrows) below the
windmills. Only the first two eruption phases have left deposits here (3 arrow pairs; yellow arrow: air fall pumice; green arrow: base surge deposits) (Photo Friedrich).

Figure 7. The caldera wall at Cape Thermia with the Christos church. The arrows mark
two levels with remnants of the synchronous pumice mantle of the Minoan eruption. The
level of the unconformity between phyllites and volcanites is shown by the dashed line.
The Christos church and two houses are built into three caves just above the unconformity. The white patch at the bottom left is hardened pumice, probably a relic of the Minoan pumice mantle 2 arrow pairs; yellow arrow: air fall pumice; green arrow: base surge
deposits) (Photo Friedrich).
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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scientific Morea Expedition visited the Peloponnese, the Cyclades islands and
Santorini [36]. Among the scientists on the Morea Expedition was the geologist
M. Virlet. His profiles and drawings from 1834 show that the island had not yet
been affected by quarrying of the Minoan pumice. A coloured profile by Virlet
shows a section of the caldera wall below the town of Fira, down the zigzag road
to the harbour at Katofira (Figure 8(a)). Virlet’s drawing contains some important details that are of interest for present-day researchers. His number 1 layer
represents a pumice layer which he recognized at several levels on the caldera
wall. These pumice layers are emphasized in Figure 8(b). At least four
sub-horizontal pumice-covered terraces can be recognised. The sloping units of
pumice are resting on faults or joint systems. They may have provided access
between the different terraces in the Bronze Age. We can identify this pumice as
representing the Minoan pumice mantle. The uppermost pumice at the top of
Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) has a variable thickness. On the left (north) it overlies the uppermost lava flow of the Skaros Lava Series, and on the right (south) it
is up to twice as thick as on the left. The abandoned Fira pumice quarry is visible

Figure 8. (a) Geological profile of the caldera wall below Fira by Virlet in 1834. White
pumice outcrops marked by circles (ponceaux blanc in his legend) form the uppermost
unit (which he labelled number 1). (b) Interpretation of Virlet’s drawing shows that at
least four terraces (T) are present below the town of Fira which most likely were accessible in the Bronze Age. (c) Photo (from 2016) of the caldera wall below Fira (top left) for
comparison with the drawing by Virlet in (a). af = air fall; bs = base surge; pf = pyroclastic
flow. (d) Weathering patterns of the first two phases of the Minoan eruption on the outer
slope of the volcano south of Akrotiri. Erosion by wind and water has produced a
wave-like pattern on the surface of the base surge unit (centre). Depending on the angle
of sunlight the surface seems to be darker than it really is (yellow arrow: air fall pumice;
green arrow: base surge deposits) (Photos Friedrich).
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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at the top right centre in Figure 8(c). The pumice here is believed to originally
have extended to the edge of the caldera wall, as implied by Virlet’s drawing.
Huge amounts of pumice have been quarried away from this locality, as can be
deduced by comparing the photo with Virlet’s drawing. The pumice here was up
to 60 m thick. The whitish outcrop near the centre of the photo represents the
Minoan pumice mantle in which the three classic units representing air fall, base
surge and pyroclastic flow can be recognized. In Virlet’s drawing this is shown as
the dark grey unit in the lower centre (indistinctly labelled as number 2; “Coulees de trachytes”). He identified the white layers at the top and base as pumice
but not the central base surge unit. This may well have been because of its
off-white colour. The same pumice unit is shown by Virlet as thick brown and
dark grey areas in the right part of his drawing.
The pumice at the top of Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(c) would be interpreted as
representing the “Upper Pumice Series” and the centrally located pumice, labelled af, bs and pf, the “Lower Pumice Series” by earlier workers. We now consider that both the “Upper” and “Lower Pumice Series” belong to the Minoan
eruption. In some places the so-called “Lower Pumice Series” has a slightly
darker colour than the upper unit, which was one of the arguments for the two
eruptions concept. However, the darker colour is caused by dark lapilli, which
locally occur above the lower unit. The lapilli have been washed down by rainwater, giving rise to a dark coating on the outcrop. Furthermore, a characteristic
weathering pattern of the base surge deposits commonly results in a darker impression of the surface (Figure 8(d)). Where recent erosion (or excavation) has
removed the dark coating, the original whitish colour of the base surge unit is
again visible.

4.4. Pyroclastic Relicts on Analfi Island
Anafi is a non-volcanic island situated about 30 km east of Santorini. Relicts of
Minoan pumice were reported on Anafi [15] [37] by Keller (1981). Furthermore,
Doumas & Papazoglou [38] reported vestiges of Minoan pumice from both Anafi and Rhodes. It is important to establish the age of these deposits and whether
they come from Santorini. Gertisser et al. [39] reported that pumice on Anafi
could represent “Lower Pumice 2” (LP2 with a supposed age of 154 ka). Keller et

al. [40] reported, based on chemical analyses, that the LP2 pumice is present on
Anafi. However, an OSL study by Theodorakopoulou et al. [41] showed that no
traces of pumice older than 21 k years were present on Anafi. This result supports the non-existence of the “Lower Pumice Series”, at least on Anafi. However, more investigations on both Santorini and Anafi are necessary to shed further
light on this issue.

5. Historic Eruptions
The discovery of the pumice mantle on the inner side of the caldera solves some
stratigraphic problems. However, it is important to realise that there were some
DOI: 10.4236/ijg.2021.124018
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more recent eruptions that could have left volcanic deposits on the inner and
outer walls. Two eruptions that produced enormous amounts of pumice are particularly relevant. These are the eruptions in AD 726 on Palea Kameni and the
AD 1649-1650 eruption of the Kolumbos submarine volcano, about 7 kilometres
NE of Santorini. Pumice from the AD 726 eruption was reported from as far
away as Abydos in the Dardanelles and on the coast of Macedonia. The oldest
reports of the AD 726 eruption are given by Nicephoros (758-823): “The whole

sea was filled with floating pumice”. The vent of this eruption was obviously on
Palea Kameni where relicts of pumice can be found in fissures. There are, however, no known traces of pumice from this historic eruption on Thera or Therasia. In this respect the AD 726 eruption resembles that of the submarine Kolumbos volcano. A large quantity of pumice was produced by the Kolumbus
eruption that filled the sea around Santorini and left traces of pumice on the
coast. However, subsequent erosion by the sea, including tsunamis, has removed
most of it.

6. Conclusions
The discovery of a synchronous pumice mantle on the caldera wall shows that
the Minoan eruption deposited considerable amounts of pumice on the inner
side of the Santorini caldera. However, a lengthy period of erosion and 150 years
of pumice quarrying led to the loss of an enormous amount of geological and
archaeological information. Our find of relicts of a synchronous pumice mantle
that remained on several terraces on the caldera wall shows that it originally
covered the entire caldera wall down to sea level. Field observations at Balos,
Plaka, Thermia and Katofira are supported by a geological profile from 1834 that
shows Santorini before it was affected by pumice quarrying. The finding of a
synchronous pumice mantle from the Minoan eruption gives rise to new interpretations of the stratigraphy and geological concepts. The ages of LP1 (ca.
172,000 years) and LP2 (ca. 154,000 years) are no longer relevant because they
provide ages of the sampling sites on the caldera wall upon which the pumice
mantle was deposited but not of the pumice itself.
Many researchers have noted that the “Lower Pumice” is remarkably similar
to the “Upper Pumice”, but have nevertheless considered that they were produced by two eruptions separated by up to 172 k years. We claim that these two
pumice units are identical. Both represent products of the synchronous pumice
mantle produced by the Minoan eruption. The three classic phases (Figure 1) of
the Minoan eruption are visible in both the “Upper” and “Lower Pumice Series”.
The chemical compositions of the two pumice units are also remarkably similar
[29], including the rare earth diagrams [42]. Furthermore, archaeological findings below the “Lower Pumice” at two localities (Karageorghis quarry and Balos)
show that these sites were buried by the synchronous pumice mantle of the 3.6
ka Minoan eruption and not by pumice with an age of some 170,000 years. For
these reasons, the two eruptions concept should be discarded.
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To summarize, our main conclusions are:
1) After the Minoan eruption, pumice mantled the entire inner side of the
Santorini caldera;
2) There was only one major eruption that took place in the Bronze age (about
3.6 ka ago) and not two separated by about 150,000 years;
3) The so-called “Lower Pumice Series” does not exist on Santorini. Like the
“upper Pumice Series” it is part of the Minoan eruption;
4) The inner side of the Santorini caldera had several natural terraces prior to
the Minoan eruption. The pumice came to rest on these terraces. Much of it has
been removed by quarrying and erosion;
5) Archaeological finds of Cycladic ruins and pottery prove that the inner side
of the Santorini caldera was inhabited during the Bronze age.
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